
VnR Cable Installation

The VnR cable attaches directly to the wires leading from the battery to the controller, inside the
connector compartment.  It does not require any cutting, drilling or soldering, and can be easily
removed.  It allows the battery to be charged directly without going through the controller.

Begin by attaching the rail clips.  Clean the top of the rail on the side with the charge port, and
remove the backing from the two-sided tape on the bottom of the clips.  Choose a place to stick
the clips that leaves enough space for the cable to go between the clip and the fender.  Place
the clip with the connector on the left (toward the back of the Onewheel), and place the small
clip toward the front of the Onewheel.  The opening of the clips should face the tire.  Press each
clip on to the rail and hold it tight for 30 seconds.

Loop the end with the connector over and stow it in the upper hole of the large clip.

Remove the fender,
front footpad, and
front bumper.  After
the front bumper is
removed, you will be
able to remove the
connector cover that
is underneath.  This
lets you reach the
connectors from
both the top and
bottom of the
Onewheel.



Unscrew the gray end of one Positap and place it as shown over the red (positive) wire as close
to the battery connector as possible.  If the wires are all black, the positive will be the pair of
wires at the edge of the connector closest to the center of the Onewheel.

Screw the Positap onto
the gray cap.  The
needle inside the
Positap will pierce the
wire as it is screwed
tightly on to the cap.
The Positap should
point toward the middle
of the Onewheel.



Unscrew the gray cap from the other Positap and place it on the black (negative) wire as shown.
If all of the wires are black, the negative wires are the pair second from the edge.  Turn the
Onewheel over so you can place the cap on the lower wire of the pair.  This will place it
alongside the other Positap rather than behind it. Screw the other Positap onto the gray cap.

Unscrew the black cap from the Positap on the red (positive) wire, and run the red VnR wire
through it.  Twist the end of the wire to smooth it down and make it easier to slide through the
cap.  Push the wire into the end of the Positap and screw the cap on to secure it in place.
Do the same with the black wire.



Loop the cable around and run it back into the rail next to the battery connector.  Zip tie it to the
battery cable.



Put the connector cover on, taking care that the notch goes around the VnR and battery cables
without pinching them.  Replace the bumper, footpad and fender.



When not in use, keep the connector tucked into the rail clip.  The VnR cable has a diode
installed, which allows electrical current to only flow into the battery.  This keeps the connector
from being “live” even though it is directly connected to the battery.  The disadvantage to this
safety measure is that the external battery cannot be charged with the Onewheel charger while
connected to the VnR, and it will not receive any charge from regen.

Using VnR

Always turn on the Onewheel before connecting a power source to the VnR.

VnR bypasses the power button so the Onewheel will turn on as soon as a battery is connected.
Because the power button wasn’t pressed, the Onewheel’s controller will be confused and
unable to operate.  Likewise, the Onewheel will not turn off until the battery has been
disconnected from the VnR.

Always disconnect the external power from the VnR cable before turning off the Onewheel.

There are two ways to power the Onewheel through a VnR connection:
Connecting an external battery that is equivalent to the Onewheel Battery
Connecting a portable charger like the Slide Charger

When connecting a battery directly to the VnR cable, always make sure that both the battery
and the Onewheel are fully charged.  If the external battery has a higher charge than the
Onewheel, it will charge the Onewheel battery until their voltage is equalized, but could do it at
an uncontrolled, dangerously high rate.  When the external battery and the Onewheel are both
fully charged, they will both run down together as if they are one battery.

When connecting a Portable Charger to the VnR cable, the external battery’s state of charge
does not matter.  The charger will regulate the current and voltage so the Onewheel is never
charged too fast.  This means that when the external battery and the Onewheel battery have run
down, a fresh external battery can be connected to the charger without damaging the
Onewheel.

A portable charger connected with VnR is best paired with a Power Analyzer.  This makes it
easy to set the maximum output voltage of the charger to something less than full charge, such
as 59V.  This means the charger will keep the Onewheel battery continuously charged at a
lower level that allows room for regen.   Otherwise you might take a break at the top of a hill,
and then find that your battery has become fully charged when it is time to go back down.



Onewheel Versions

For hardware versions 4210 and higher, the app must be disconnected to use VnR.  Always

disconnect VnR before checking the app.

Firmware version 4155 has disabled VnR.  For a 4155 board, the only option for range extension is to

use a portable charger while stopped.


